Tcu Commencement 2014
Yeah, reviewing a book Tcu Commencement 2014 could add your close associates listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful.
As understood, carrying out does not recommend that you have astonishing points.
Comprehending as capably as settlement even more than other will have the funds for each success. bordering to, the statement as well as insight of
this Tcu Commencement 2014 can be taken as capably as picked to act.

Preludes - Alexander Scriabin
(24)
International Intervention and Local Politics - Shahar Hameiri
2017-08-24
This book advances an innovative approach to explain international
interventions' uneven outcomes in given contexts, and harnesses this
approach to examine three prominent case studies: Aceh, Cambodia and
Solomon Islands. It is the first book comprehensively to discuss the
rapidly growing literature on how interventions interface with target
states and societies.
Higher Education Reports - United States. Bureau of Higher Education
1966

of philanthropy in educational settings and subsequent growth and
development within these environments, this book is an exhaustive
reference source for professors, researchers, educational administrators,
and politicians interested in the effects of altruism on colleges and
universities.
Sports Law - Patrick K. Thornton 2010-02-04
Sports Law looks at major court cases, statutes, and regulations that
explore a variety of legal issues in the sports industry. The early chapters
provide an overview of sports law in general terms and explore its impact
on race, politics, religion, and everyday affairs. Later chapters address
hot button issues such as gender equity, drug testing, and
discrimination. Written from a sport management perspective, rather
than from a lawyer’s, this text covers all the major areas presented in
sports law today including: cases relating to torts, contracts, intellectual
property, and agents. Factual scenarios throughout the text allow
students to critically examine and apply sport management principles to
legal issues facing the sports executive. Important Notice: The digital
edition of this book is missing some of the images or content found in the
physical edition.
Connection Culture - Michael Stallard 2020
Human Connection Affects Much More Than the Bottom Line
Organizations thrive when employees feel valued, the environment is
energized, and high productivity and innovation are the norm. This
requires a new kind of leader who fosters a culture of connection within
the organization. An update to the popular first edition, Michael Lee
Stallard's Connection Culture , 2nd Edition, provides a fresh way of
thinking about leadership and offers recommendations for how to tap
into the power of human connection. If you want to begin fostering a
connection culture in your organization, this book is your game-changing
opportunity. Stop undermining performance and take the first step
toward change that will give your organization, your team, and everyone
you lead a true competitive advantage. Inspiring and practical, this book
challenges you to set the performance bar high and keep reaching. In
this book, you will learn how to: Foster a connection culture. Emulate
best practices of connected workplaces like those at Pixar and Duke
University's men's basketball team. Boost vision, value, and voice within
your organization. The second edition introduces new, researchsupported theories about loneliness and includes new examples.
Spec Ops - William H. McRaven 2009-02-04
Vice Adm. William H. McRaven helped to devise the strategy for how to
bring down Osama bin Laden, and commanded the courageous U.S.
military unit that carried it out on May 1, 2011, ending one of the
greatest manhunts in history. In Spec Ops, a well-organized and deeply
researched study, McRaven analyzes eight classic special operations. Six
are from WWII: the German commando raid on the Belgian fort Eben
Emael (1940); the Italian torpedo attack on the Alexandria harbor (1941);
the British commando raid on Nazaire, France (1942); the German glider
rescue of Benito Mussolini (1943); the British midget-submarine attack
on the Tirpitz (1943); and the U.S. Ranger rescue mission at the
Cabanatuan POW camp in the Philippines (1945). The two post-WWII
examples are the U.S. Army raid on the Son Tay POW camp in North
Vietnam (1970) and the Israeli rescue of the skyjacked hostages in
Entebbe, Uganda (1976). McRaven—who commands a U.S. Navy SEAL
team—pinpoints six essential principles of “spec ops” success: simplicity,
security, repetition, surprise, speed and purpose. For each of the case
studies, he provides political and military context, a meticulous
reconstruction of the mission itself and an analysis of the operation in
relation to his six principles. McRaven deems the Son Tay raid “the best
modern example of a successful spec op [which] should be considered
textbook material for future missions.” His own book is an instructive
textbook that will be closely studied by students of the military arts.
Maps, photos.
The Rhetoric of the Roman Fake - Irene Peirano 2012-08-16
Previous scholarship on classical pseudepigrapha has generally aimed at

How to Make Yourself Promotable - Mette Johansson
How to make yourself promotable” is all about working on the basics to
make that promotion you’re yearning for happen faster. It’s targeted
especially for people who have already settled into their jobs and know
they want more in corporate life. Regardless of your profession and your
industry, your knowledge – your hard skills – will be essential for
success. However, this is usually not enough. If you only focus on hard
skills, you can get stuck in a corner office as the most experienced
specialist in your field. If you want team responsibility, you will be
promoted because of your soft skills: people skills, attitude, and knowing
how to get things done. It is not about being perfect at everything.
Rather, it is about becoming aware of the skills that are essential for
stepping up the career ladder and steadily improving these to bring your
promotion within reach. “How to make yourself promotable” is a trusted
guide on your career journey.
The History of Texas - 2014-01-28
The History of Texas is fully revised and updated in this fifth edition to
reflect the latest scholarship in its coverage of Texas history from the
pre-Columbian era to the present. Fully revised to reflect the most recent
scholarly findings Offers extensive coverage of twentieth-century Texas
history Includes an overview of Texas history up to the Election of 2012
Provides online resources for students and instructors, including a test
bank, maps, presentation slides, and more
Improving Drug Abuse Treatment - 1991
Aurality - Ana María Ochoa Gautier 2014-11-05
In this audacious book, Ana María Ochoa Gautier explores how listening
has been central to the production of notions of language, music, voice,
and sound that determine the politics of life. Drawing primarily from
nineteenth-century Colombian sources, Ochoa Gautier locates sounds
produced by different living entities at the juncture of the human and
nonhuman. Her "acoustically tuned" analysis of a wide array of texts
reveals multiple debates on the nature of the aural. These discussions
were central to a politics of the voice harnessed in the service of the
production of different notions of personhood and belonging. In Ochoa
Gautier's groundbreaking work, Latin America and the Caribbean
emerge as a historical site where the politics of life and the politics of
expression inextricably entangle the musical and the linguistic,
knowledge and the sensorial.
The Harris College of Nursing - Lucy Harris 1973
Facilitating Higher Education Growth through Fundraising and
Philanthropy - Alphin Jr., Henry C. 2015-12-02
Many institutions facing dwindling state and government funding often
rely on the patronage of others in order to establish monetary security.
These donations assist in the overall success and development of the
institution, as well as the students who attend. Facilitating Higher
Education Growth through Fundraising and Philanthropy explores
current and emergent approaches in the financial development and
sustainability of higher education institutions through altruistic actions
and financial assistance. Featuring global perspectives on the economics
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proving issues of attribution and dating of individual works, with little or
no attention paid to the texts as literary artefacts. Instead, this book
looks at Latin fakes as sophisticated products of a literary culture in
which collaborative practices of supplementation, recasting and role-play
were the absolute cornerstones of rhetorical education and literary
practice. Texts such as the Catalepton, the Consolatio ad Liviam and the
Panegyricus Messallae thus illuminate the strategies whereby Imperial
audiences received and interrogated canonical texts and are here
explored as key moments in the Imperial reception of Augustan authors
such as Virgil, Ovid and Tibullus. The study of the rhetoric of these
creative supplements irreverently mingling truth and fiction reveals
much not only about the neighbouring concepts of fiction, authenticity
and reality, but also about the tacit assumptions by which the latter are
employed in literary criticism.
The Moral Case for Fossil Fuels - Alex Epstein 2014-11-13
Could everything we know about fossil fuels be wrong? For decades,
environmentalists have told us that using fossil fuels is a self-destructive
addiction that will destroy our planet. Yet at the same time, by every
measure of human well-being, from life expectancy to clean water to
climate safety, life has been getting better and better. How can this be?
The explanation, energy expert Alex Epstein argues in The Moral Case
for Fossil Fuels, is that we usually hear only one side of the story. We’re
taught to think only of the negatives of fossil fuels, their risks and side
effects, but not their positives—their unique ability to provide cheap,
reliable energy for a world of seven billion people. And the moral
significance of cheap, reliable energy, Epstein argues, is woefully
underrated. Energy is our ability to improve every single aspect of life,
whether economic or environmental. If we look at the big picture of fossil
fuels compared with the alternatives, the overall impact of using fossil
fuels is to make the world a far better place. We are morally obligated to
use more fossil fuels for the sake of our economy and our environment.
Drawing on original insights and cutting-edge research, Epstein argues
that most of what we hear about fossil fuels is a myth. For instance . . .
Myth: Fossil fuels are dirty. Truth: The environmental benefits of using
fossil fuels far outweigh the risks. Fossil fuels don’t take a naturally clean
environment and make it dirty; they take a naturally dirty environment
and make it clean. They don’t take a naturally safe climate and make it
dangerous; they take a naturally dangerous climate and make it ever
safer. Myth: Fossil fuels are unsustainable, so we should strive to use
“renewable” solar and wind. Truth: The sun and wind are intermittent,
unreliable fuels that always need backup from a reliable source of
energy—usually fossil fuels. There are huge amounts of fossil fuels left,
and we have plenty of time to find something cheaper. Myth: Fossil fuels
are hurting the developing world. Truth: Fossil fuels are the key to
improving the quality of life for billions of people in the developing
world. If we withhold them, access to clean water plummets, critical
medical machines like incubators become impossible to operate, and life
expectancy drops significantly. Calls to “get off fossil fuels” are calls to
degrade the lives of innocent people who merely want the same
opportunities we enjoy in the West. Taking everything into account,
including the facts about climate change, Epstein argues that “fossil
fuels are easy to misunderstand and demonize, but they are absolutely
good to use. And they absolutely need to be championed. . . . Mankind’s
use of fossil fuels is supremely virtuous—because human life is the
standard of value and because using fossil fuels transforms our
environment to make it wonderful for human life.”
The Populist Vision - Charles Postel 2009
A major reinterpretation of the Populist movement, this text argues that
the Populists were modern people, rejecting the notion that Populism
opposed modernity and progress.
Mary Austin Holley - Rebecca Smith Lee 2010-07-22
Mary Austin Holley found life challenging and made it interesting for
others. As wife and widow of Horace Holley, eminent orator, clergyman,
and educator, and as cousin and friend of Stephen F. Austin, founder of
the first Texas colony, she formed friendships among important people.
From New Haven to New Orleans and Brazoria, Texas, she was beloved.
The panorama of her life, described in vivid detail by a former head of
the English Department at Texas Christian University, transports the
reader to the tempestuous early years of the American Republic and,
finally, to Texas during its colonization and early Republic years.
Throughout this charming book Mrs. Holley's "intuition for important
people" brings the reader into the company of many of America's great
and accomplished: Noah Webster, John Quincy Adams, President and
Mrs. Monroe, Andrew Jackson, Sam Houston, and many others.
Stephen F. Austin - Gregg Cantrell 2016-02-09
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The Texas State Historical Association is pleased to offer a reprint
edition of Stephen F. Austin: Empresario of Texas, Gregg Cantrell’s pathbreaking biography of the founder of Anglo Texas. Cantrell’s portrait
goes beyond the traditional interpretation of Austin as the man who
spearheaded American Manifest Destiny. Cantrell portrays Austin as a
borderlands figure who could navigate the complex cultural landscape of
1820s Texas, then a portion of Mexico. His command of the Spanish
language, respect for the Mexican people, and ability to navigate the
shoals of Mexican politics made him the perfect advocate for his
colonists and often for all of Texas. Yet when conflicts between Anglo
colonists and Mexican authorities turned violent, Austin’s
accomodationist stance became outdated. Overshadowed by the military
hero Sam Houston, he died at the age of forty-three, just six months after
Texas independence. Decades after his death, Austin’s reputation was
resurrected and he became known as the “Father of Texas.” More than
just an icon, Stephen F. Austin emerges from these pages as a shrewd,
complicated, and sometimes conflicted figure.
Walking TCU - Joan Hewatt Swaim 1992
The colorful history of Fort Worth's major university began over a
century ago in the city's Hell's Half Acre. After brief periods in the Texas
communities of Thorp Spring and Waco, the school moved to its present
campus in 1910. Today it occupies 243 acres, has a faculty and staff of
over 1500 and a student body of 7000. Take a campus walk...see just how
far TCU has come.
The Ethnohistorical Map in New Spain - Alexander Hidalgo
2014-06-30
This special issue brings together a multidisciplinary group of scholars to
examine the relationship between cartography and the expression of
ethnicity in the Viceroyalty of New Spain from 1521 to 1821. Maps from
Oaxaca, central Mexico, and the Philippines, spanning the sixteenth
through the early nineteenth centuries, provide important yet
understudied illustrations of the social, political, and geographic
complexity of the regions. This collection of essays scrutinizes maps
made by cosmographers, surveyors, indigenous painters, and scientists.
The contributors explicate how ethnicity can inform discussions of
colonialism, social memory, land tenure, visual representation, and
science and technology, ultimately demonstrating how New Spain's
culture and society were forged during the early modern period. Essays
featured in this issue analyze the use of cartography to communicate the
urban form of early colonial Mexico City and the application of botanical
and protochemical knowledge to make ink for native maps from Oaxaca.
Other essays address the representation of ethnicity and space in
seventeenth-century Manila, the construction of spatial boundaries
through the use of word and image in central Mexico, and the survival of
Nahua place names and social ordering in eighteenth-century Mexico
City. Alexander Hidalgo is Assistant Professor of Latin American History
at Texas Christian University. John F. López is a Provost's Postdoctoral
Scholar at the University of Chicago.
Connection Culture - Michael Lee Stallard 2020-09-22
Tap Into the Power of Human Connection Creating a thriving
organization where employees feel valued, the environment is energized,
and high productivity and innovation are the norm requires a new kind of
leader who fosters a culture of connection within the organization.
Connection Culture, 2nd Edition, is your game-changing opportunity to
become that leader and to begin fostering a connection culture in your
organization. Stop undermining performance and take the first step
toward change that will give your organization, your team, and everyone
you lead a true competitive advantage. Inspiring and practical, this book
challenges you to set the performance bar high and keep reaching. Learn
how to: • Foster a connection culture. • Emulate best practices of
connected teams—from Mayo Clinic physicians and scientists to the
creators of the award-winning Broadway musical Hamilton. • Boost
vision, value, and voice within your organization. Published in the
shadow of the COVID-19 pandemic, the book messages the authors’ hope
for post-traumatic growth; provides updated, research-supported
theories about the relationship of stress and loneliness; and includes new
examples and profiles of great leaders communicating during crisis.
Major Problems in Texas History - Sam W. Haynes 2016-01-12
Designed to encourage critical thinking about history, the Major
Problems in American History series introduces students to both primary
sources and analytical essays on important topics in US history. This
collection, designed for courses on Texas history or the history of
southwest, covers the subject's entire chronological span. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
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Transformational Piano Teaching - Derek Kealii Polischuk 2018-12-03
Transformational Piano Teaching: Mentoring Students from All Walks of
Life examines the concept of the piano teacher as someone who is more
than just a teacher of a musical skill, but also someone who wields
tremendous influence on the development of a young person's artistic
and empathic potential, as well as their lifelong personal motivational
framework. The specific attributes of today's students are explored,
including family and peer influences from interpersonal relationships to
social media. Additionally, students from specific circumstances are
discussed, including those with special needs such as Autism Spectrum
Disorders, ADHD, and Depression. Finally, motivation of a teacher's
students is related to a teacher's own motivation in their work, as a cycle
of positivity and achievement will be recommended as a way to keep an
instructor's work fresh and exciting.
The Witness - Sandra Brown 2013-06-25
After stumbling upon a chilling small-town secret in South Carolina, a
determined public defender must protect herself -- and her young son -from those who want them dead. Kendall Deaton pulls herself and her
baby out of a wrecked car, and a mixture of courage and fear gets her to
the top of a ravine, where she flags down help. But she doesn't dare
reveal her true identity to the authorities. Instead, she plans her
immediate escape, and her perilous flight begins. Kendall, the best public
defender in Prosper, South Carolina, has stumbled upon a chilling town
secret, turning her marriage to one of Prosper's most powerful men into
a living hell. Now Kendall is a terrified mother trying to save her child's
life, a reluctant witness who knows too much about an insidious evil . . .
and a woman surrounded by forces that will stop at nothing to protect
what is "theirs."
Make Your Bed - Admiral William H. McRaven 2017-04-04
Based on a Navy SEAL's inspiring graduation speech, this #1 New York
Times bestseller of powerful life lessons "should be read by every leader
in America" (Wall Street Journal). If you want to change the world, start
off by making your bed. On May 17, 2014, Admiral William H. McRaven
addressed the graduating class of the University of Texas at Austin on
their Commencement day. Taking inspiration from the university's
slogan, "What starts here changes the world," he shared the ten
principles he learned during Navy Seal training that helped him
overcome challenges not only in his training and long Naval career, but
also throughout his life; and he explained how anyone can use these
basic lessons to change themselves-and the world-for the better. Admiral
McRaven's original speech went viral with over 10 million views.
Building on the core tenets laid out in his speech, McRaven now recounts
tales from his own life and from those of people he encountered during
his military service who dealt with hardship and made tough decisions
with determination, compassion, honor, and courage. Told with great
humility and optimism, this timeless book provides simple wisdom,
practical advice, and words of encouragement that will inspire readers to
achieve more, even in life's darkest moments. "Powerful." --USA Today
"Full of captivating personal anecdotes from inside the national security
vault." --Washington Post "Superb, smart, and succinct." --Forbes
Journey to God - Dr. Ron Hansen 2014-11-18
Is God for real? Is there any meaning to life? These are the questions
that urged a nine-year-old to start a quest that has lasted over sixty-nine
years. The journey goes from coast to coast and from border to border.
The events run the gamut of the last half of the previous century: racial
prejudice, school integration, Vietnam debates, and the place of
Christianity in our sociopolitical society. The accounts describe facing
violence without fear, and finding solutions to complex problems. What is
it like to raise a family in a parsonage? Raising a family anywhere is a
challenge and a joy. Whether in a parsonage or neighborhood household,
having a faith to live by is a resource that makes the difference. What is
different about Journey to God? The approach is to use the experiences
in our everyday life together and in language anyone can understand.
One does not have to be highly educated or have special spiritual
experiences to discover how the divine works in today’s society. Journey
to God demonstrates how an everyday person with everyday abilities can
experience a presence today that is usually reserved for the days of the
Bible. While the characters in the Bible seem bigger than life, one does
not have to be bigger—one only has to be alive to experience the same
sense of the divine most assume exists only in the past.
Building Construction Handbook - Roy Chudley 2016-04-14
Ideal for students on all construction courses Topics presented concisely
in plain language and with clear drawings Updated to include revisions
to Building and Construction regulations The Building Construction
Handbook is THE authoritative reference for all construction students
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and professionals. Its detailed drawings clearly illustrate the
construction of building elements, and have been an invaluable guide for
builders since 1988. The principles and processes of construction are
explained with the concepts of design included where appropriate.
Extensive coverage of building construction practice, techniques, and
regulations representing both traditional procedures and modern
developments are included to provide the most comprehensive and easy
to understand guide to building construction. This new edition has been
updated to reflect recent changes to the building regulations, as well as
new material on the latest technologies used in domestic construction.
Building Construction Handbook is the essential, easy-to-use resource for
undergraduate and vocational students on a wide range of courses
including NVQ and BTEC National, through to Higher National
Certificate and Diploma, to Foundation and three-year Degree level. It is
also a useful practical reference for building designers, contractors and
others engaged in the construction industry.
His Ownself - Dan Jenkins 2014-03-04
In His Ownself, Dan Jenkins takes us on a tour of his legendary career as
a sportswriter and novelist. Here we see Dan's hone his craft, from his
high school paper through to his first job at the Fort Worth Press and on
to the glory days of Sports Illustrated. Whether in Texas, New York, or
anywhere for that matter, Dan was always at the center of it all—hanging
out at Elaine's while swapping stories with politicians and movie stars,
covering every Masters and U.S. Open and British Open for over four
decades. The result is a knee-slapping, star-studded, once-in-a-lifetime
memoir from one of the most important, hilarious, and semicantankerous sportswriters ever.
Foundations for Performance Training - Cara Harker 2022-04-28
Foundations for Performance Training: Skills for the Actor-Dancer
explores the physical, emotional, theoretical, and practical components
of performance training in order to equip readers with the tools needed
to successfully advance in their development as artists and entertainers.
Each chapter provides a fresh perspective on subjects that students of
acting and dance courses encounter throughout their training as
performing artists. Topics include: Equity, diversity, and inclusion in
performance Mind/body conditioning for training, rehearsal, and
performance Developing stage presence and spatial awareness
Cultivating motivation and intention in performance Expanding
repertoire and broadening skillset for performance Auditioning for film
and stage Developing theatrical productions This book also offers
experiential exercises, journal writing prompts, and assignments to
engage readers, enrich their learning experience, and deepen their
exploration of the material described in each chapter. Readers will grow
as performing artists as they analyze the principles of both acting and
dance and discover how deeply the two art forms are intertwined. An
excellent resource for students of acting, musical theatre, and dance
courses, Foundations for Performance Training encourages a strong
foundation in creative analysis, technique, artistic expression, and selfcare to cultivate excellence in performance.
Discovering Texas History - Bruce A. Glasrud 2014-09-09
"'Discovering Texas History' is a historiographical reference book that
will be invaluable to teachers, students, and researchers of Texas history.
Chapter authors are familiar names in Texas history circles--a 'who's
who' of high profile historians. Conceived as a follow-up to the award
winning (but increasingly dated) 'A Guide the History of Texas' (1988),
'Discovering Texas History' focuses on the major trends in the study of
Texas history since 1990. In part one, topical essays address significant
historical themes, from race and gender to the arts and urban history. In
part two, chronological essays cover the full span of Texas historiography
from the Spanish era to the modern day. In each case, the goal is to
analyze and summarize the subjects that have captured the attention of
professional historians so that 'Discovering Texas History' will take its
place as the standard work on the history of Texas history"-Love Remembers - Kathe Goodwin 2022-06-07
Alzheimer’s is a merciless thief, but it can’t steal love. Dementia is a
terrifying disease, snatching away memory and independence from those
close to our hearts. Early-onset Alzheimer’s takes even more, stealing
whole chapters of people’s lives. But love and hope do not have to fall
victim to the disease. In Love Remembers, Kathe Ambrose Goodwin
shares how her family has coped with her husband Steve’s battle with
early-onset Alzheimer’s, from the first signs something was wrong to
living with the final stages of the disease with dignity, peace, and even
joy. Kathe lays bare the pain and frustration of their journey and how her
family’s love and faith shine through, giving meaning and hope to even
the darkest days.
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Project Management in Practice - Samuel J. Mantel 2011
Project Management in Practice, 4th Edition focuses on the technical
aspects of project management that are directly related to practice.
The Human Tradition in Texas - Ty Cashion 2001
The rich and unique history of the 'Lone Star State' is presented in this
new book through the lives of a variety of Texans who put a human face
on the state's history. Biographical sketches of fifteen famous and littleknown men and women of different colors, religions, and economic
backgrounds offer new insight into the history of the state. Starting in
the sixteenth century with Alvar N?Òez Cabeza de Vaca, the first
European to make contact with Texas Indian tribes, and tracing Texas
history to the late twentieth century with a final sketch of Gary Gaines, a
high-school football coach, The Human Tradition in Texas brings the
state's history to life by showing real people and the events and times in
which they lived. Written by leading and rising scholars of Texas history,
this book presents the major themes and periods in Texas history,
including the settling of Anglo-Americans in the region, bringing an
American democ-racy that supported slavery; the Civil War and
Reconstruction; technologi-cal developments in the late nineteenth
century, including railroads and irrigation for crops and livestock;
Texas's transformation in the early twentieth century from a world of
cotton and cattle to a world of paved streets, electricity and running
water; the challenges to modernization faced by the state with the
development of the oil industry, the growth in industrialization, and the
increasing size of Texas's cities; the new age, with Texas taking
leadership roles in the oil, aviation, and entertainment industries; and
the expanding inclusiveness of Texas society, nowhere more complete
than on the sports field-particularly the football field. A collection of
accessible and entertaining essays on this vast, vibrant state, The Human
Tradition in Texas is an excellent resource for courses in Texas history
and the history of the American West.
Why America Fights - Susan A. Brewer 2011-03-17
Originally published in hardcover by Oxford University Press, 2009.
Honors at TCU - Peggy Watson 2019
Celebrating Fifty Years of Achievement: Honors at TCU traces the
history and impact of Honors at TCU from its beginning as a small
program in the early 1960s through the present day, highlighting how its
courses and cocurricular activities not only enrich student learning but
also campus culture. A unique resource for anyone interested in Honors
education, this volume examines how various TCU administrators,
faculty, and students imagined, created, and adapted a program and then
a college to enhance TCU's educational experiences. Much of the
material in this book was gathered as part of an Honors oral history
project. Honors students interviewed dozens of administrators, faculty,
staff, students, and alumni, whose words they then transcribed, edited,
and annotated. Thus Celebrating Fifty Years of Achievement is a uniquely
collaborative book filled with multiple voices, perspectives, and events.
Combined with editorial introductions and descriptions, these voices
explore course development and curriculum initiatives, student research
and creativity, cocurricular activities and events, experiential learning,
and community building. As its title indicates, this book celebrates a half
century of commitment and accomplishment in Honors education at TCU.
Beginning with a foreword by Chancellor Victor J. Boschini Jr. and a
preface by Provost R. Nowell Donovan, this book traces Honors from its
earliest discussions to its current status as the John V. Roach Honors
College and is filled with stories and photos from those involved in all
areas of Honors at TCU. Yet Celebrating 50 Years of Achievement is not
simply about the past but looks forward to the future, concluding with a
section of advice to future Honors students and an epilogue by Dr. Diane
Snow, Wassenich Endowed Family Chair and dean of the John V. Roach
Honors College, who outlines goals of Honors in the future.
History of Texas Christian University - Colby D. Hall 2014-03-31
First published by TCU Press in 1947, Colby Hall’s book History of Texas
Christian University: A College of the Cattle Frontier is the story of the
first seventy-five years of the institution. Tracing the evolution of Add
Ran College to Add Ran University, and ultimately to Texas Christian
University, Hall shows the struggles and success in the transformation of
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a frontier college dedicated to educating and developing Christian
leadership for all walks of life to a university dedicated to facing the
challenges imposed by a new world frontier following World War II.
Drawing upon numerous sources, including many unpublished
documents, personal correspondence, and the author’s own recollections
of his association with the university, Hall provides a detailed account of
TCU's history and reveals how its founders' dreams were realized. Hall’s
narrative skillfully weaves the development of the school into the history
of Texas, at the same time elaborating upon the development of
collegiate education in Texas and the establishment of the Christian
Church (Disciples of Christ) in the state. Recognizing that TCU is much
more than an institution, Hall specifically emphasizes the contributions
of the people and personalities who helped shape the growth of the
school.
Trail of Footprints - Alex Hidalgo 2019-07-12
Trail of Footprints offers an intimate glimpse into the commission,
circulation, and use of indigenous maps from colonial Mexico. A
collection of one hundred, largely unpublished, maps from the late
sixteenth to the eighteenth centuries made in the southern region of
Oaxaca, anchors an analysis of the way ethnically diverse societies
produced knowledge in colonial settings. Mapmaking, proposes Hidalgo,
formed part of an epistemological shift tied to the negotiation of land and
natural resources between the region’s Spanish, Indian, and mixed-race
communities. The craft of making maps drew from social memory,
indigenous and European conceptions of space and ritual, and Spanish
legal practices designed to adjust spatial boundaries in the New World.
Indigenous mapmaking brought together a distinct coalition of social
actors—Indian leaders, native towns, notaries, surveyors, judges,
artisans, merchants, muleteers, collectors, and painters—who
participated in the critical observation of the region’s geographic
features. Demand for maps reconfigured technologies associated with
the making of colorants, adhesives, and paper that drew from Indian
botany and experimentation, trans-Atlantic commerce, and Iberian
notarial culture. The maps in this study reflect a regional perspective
associated with Oaxaca’s decentralized organization, its strategic
position amidst a network of important trade routes that linked central
Mexico to Central America, and the ruggedness and diversity of its
physical landscape.
Teaching Race and Anti-Racism in Contemporary America - Kristin
Haltinner 2013-10-16
This book presents thoughtful reflections and in-depth, critical analyses
of the new challenges and opportunities instructors face in teaching race
during what has been called the “post-racial era”. It examines the racial
dimensions of the current political, economic, and cultural climate. The
book features renowned scholars and experienced teachers from a range
of disciplines and offers successful strategies for teaching important
concepts through case studies and active learning exercises. It provides
innovative strategies, novel lesson plans and classroom activities for
college and university professors who seek effective methods and
materials for teaching about race and racism to today’s students. A
valuable handbook for educators, this book should be required reading
for all graduate students and college instructors.
Topology of Stratified Spaces - Greg Friedman 2011-03-28
This book explores the study of singular spaces using techniques from
areas within geometry and topology and the interactions among them.
The Experimental College - Winslow Roper Hatch 1960
His Ownself - Dan Jenkins 2014-10-28
In His Ownself, Dan Jenkins takes us on a tour of his legendary career as
a sportswriter and novelist. Here we see Dan's hone his craft, from his
high school paper through to his first job at theFort Worth Press and on
to the glory days of Sports Illustrated. Whether in Texas, New York, or
anywhere for that matter, Dan was always at the center of it all—hanging
out at Elaine's while swapping stories with politicians and movie stars,
covering every Masters and U.S. Open and British Open for over four
decades. The result is a knee-slapping, star-studded, once-in-a-lifetime
memoir from one of the most important, hilarious, and semicantankerous sportswriters ever.
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